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POLICE PORTFOLIO — BARNETT GOVERNMENT 

Matter of Public Interest 

THE SPEAKER (Mr G.A. Woodhams) outlined that he was in receipt within the prescribed time of a letter 

from the Leader of the Opposition seeking to debate a matter of public interest. 

[In compliance with standing orders, at least five members rose in their places.] 

MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham — Leader of the Opposition) [2.58 pm]: I move — 

That the house condemns the Barnett government for its handling of the police portfolio, its record of 

broken promises on law and order, its failure to stem the tide of antisocial behaviour and its failure to 

ensure the safety and security of Western Australians. 

There is nothing more important in our community than ensuring our citizens are protected in their homes and 

making sure that people in our society feel safe and secure in their own homes and on their streets. That is why 

this matter of public interest is so important for the people of Western Australia and why it is so important that 

this house deals with this important issue.  

I note that on 20 December last year the Minister for Police put out a press release, which received some 

considerable attention in the media, when he launched a $3 million police blitz to reduce crime. One of the 

statements in that release was that the government was going to launch a summer crime strategy. The minister 

stated — 

―This extra funding will allow WA Police to implement proactive measures to prevent crimes such as 

burglaries, motor vehicle theft and theft from occurring. 

That is what the minister had to say and he received considerable positive publicity for his announcement. And 

what is the outcome? We have discovered that in recent days the situation has become worse. From January–

February 2011 to January–February 2012, property crime in Western Australia rose from 26 643 to 28 257. That 

is a six per cent rise in the course of a year—an outcome the Premier says that he is pretty comfortable with. But 

I am not comfortable with that outcome. I do not think that outcome is good enough. It is not acceptable for the 

minister to say that outcome is good enough. However, it gets worse. These and other figures have increased in 

the period January–February 2011 to the same period, January–February, in 2012: motor vehicle theft, up from 

990 to 1 288; arson in the metropolitan area, 121 to 146; threatening behaviour in the metropolitan area, 512 to 

632; and theft in the metropolitan area has increased from 9 371 to 10 761. Virtually all the offences the minister 

said that he would target as part of the summer crime strategy have increased in number over the course of the 

past year. It is not only the opposition that is critical of the outcome. The police union has said that the outcome 

is unacceptable and has called the strategy that the government has entered into a flop. Of course the government 

has excuses for these failures. The excuse that it has come up with for this devastating increase in various forms 

of crime is that this year is a leap year. It is a leap year! Not only did the shadow minister for police turn 13 on 

29 February, on top of that 1 614 additional offences occurred on that day; 1 614 additional property crimes 

occurred because of the leap year. According to the government, this is a leap year–induced crime wave because 

for some reason in a leap year people start breaking into houses and stealing cars, committing arson and getting 

up to all sorts of other activity—threatening behaviour and the like—all because it is a leap year. Quite frankly, 

that excuse is pathetic. It is a pathetic excuse for the failure of this government’s strategy, and quite frankly the 

minister should be ashamed to offer that as an excuse people can believe in. 

The opposition’s motion deals with more than increases in certain types of offences. It deals with other failures 

of the government in relation to law and order issues. As you know, Mr Speaker—we raised this matter during 

the last sitting week—the government is withdrawing police resources, police officers and police staff from 

Police and Community Youth Centres around Western Australia, which are one of our greatest institutions. I will 

say that the opposition will keep campaigning on that issue all the way to the next election or until this 

government and this Premier take some action to reinstate PCYC staff. To withdraw resources from PCYCs is a 

rotten outcome and is no doubt part of the reason the public is losing confidence in the government. 

I refer to another issue—namely, the centralised hubs. Again, the opposition supports police stations throughout 

the community and in country towns around the state, which is why we do not support the government’s 

centralisation strategy. The centralised hubs are not part of Labor’s strategy. I have a commonsense view of 

policing—put the police where the community lives. We will not go down the government’s centralised hub 

approach on this matter, and what is more we will not break promises to build police stations in communities 

around the state, as this government has. The Liberal Party broke community hearts when it broke its promise, 

and its failure to build police stations caused additional crime in some communities. Also, we will not break 
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promises about placing police officers in schools around Western Australia—as the government committed to, 

but failed to deliver on. 

Mr M.J. Cowper interjected. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: That is your broken promise, my friend, in relation to that issue. 

People have reason to be concerned about the police portfolio in this state. The reason people have some concern 

is, I think, the Minister for Police. A lot of people on both sides of politics have concerns about the performance 

of the Minister for Police. 

Mr C.C. Porter: Name one—I dare you! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I can only speculate, but the member for Vasse may come to mind. I have heard that other 

ministers may be speculating that the Minister for Police is not up to the job. I have heard, from a reliable source; 

that is, I have heard it was mentioned in the federal Parliament. Of course, no federal parliamentarian would 

mislead the federal Parliament about such an issue. If an MP were to mislead the federal Parliament, that is a 

privileges committee matter. If a federal MP were to say those sorts of things, it would be a serious issue in the 

federal Parliament. 

However, I understand that the accusations go further, such as that the Minister for Police threatened to quit the 

Liberal Party if he were not made a minister after the last election—or not made Minister for Police. If that sort 

of blackmail was going on in relation to the allocation of this portfolio, I think the public has a right to know 

about it. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: Blackmail? I think you have a responsibility to substantiate that. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I have not made this accusation. I have only heard that it was raised in the federal 

Parliament. If the Minister for Police indicated that he would quit the Liberal Party unless he was made a 

minister and/or the Minister for Police after the last election, the Premier needs to let the public of Western 

Australia know. The public of Western Australia needs to know whether the Premier caved in to those sorts of 

requests or that sort of blackmail by a member of his party room. 

Withdrawal of Remark 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The Leader of the Opposition has implied blackmail by a member of Parliament. That is 

inappropriate and should be withdrawn. 

A member interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members, I would like this to proceed in an orderly fashion and I ask the Leader of the 

Opposition to withdraw his remark in respect of blackmail. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I withdraw, Mr Speaker. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr M. McGOWAN: It is important for the public’s confidence in the police portfolio that we find out whether 

those sorts of threats were made by the now Minister for Police in relation to becoming a minister or police 

minister. It is important — 

Mr C.J. Barnett: You are making a claim—substantiate it. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I am, by the way, quoting a federal MP on the Liberal side of politics.  

Several members interjected. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: If the Premier is saying that a federal member has misled the Parliament, he can explain 

that to the house. If the Premier is not prepared to stand in the house to explain these matters, be it on his head. 

I will conclude with the matter of Ryan Marron that I raised in question time. The Premier indicated that it was 

an inappropriate matter to raise in Parliament. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: Your supplementary question was inappropriate. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: My supplementary question was: will the Premier make a decision before next Monday, 

before the family flies out, so that the family has some certainty in life? I think that is a reasonable question. I 

will tell members why it is not inappropriate to raise this matter in Parliament: I have been to visit the family on 

two occasions in their lounge room — 

Dr K.D. Hames: With the television cameras. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Please let me finish. On one occasion I did have the cameras with me. 
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Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Thank you, members! 

Mr C.J. Barnett: Why did you invite the television along? 

The SPEAKER: Thank you, members! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: It is a serious matter and I want to answer the Premier’s accusation, made during question 

time, because as he knows there was no opportunity for me to do so at that time. 

I have been to see the family on two separate occasions. Yesterday, when I went to see the family, I asked 

whether they would like me to raise the matter in Parliament and the answer was yes. The family said that it was 

appropriate. If the family had said no, of course I would not have raised the matter. However, I did so and, I 

think, I did it in quite a respectful and appropriate way. All I did was ask a question to try to help the Marron 

family. If by asking that question I get an outcome for the family, and this Parliament and this government helps 

the family, that is a good thing!  

MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland) [3.10 pm]: The motion before the house today condemns the Barnett 

government for its handling of the police portfolio and its handling of policing in Western Australia generally. I 

think most people in the community have come to the realisation that the government has failed them on 

community safety matters; and, in particular, the Minister for Police has failed them badly. I could say that 

people have no confidence in the Minister for Police; that various places in the metropolitan area, such as 

Canning, are under resourced; that the minister is abrogating his responsibilities time and time again; that the 

minister shows no leadership; that his administration is a maladministration; and that he takes no responsibility 

for any dysfunction either in his previous fire and emergency services portfolio or now in his police portfolio. I 

could say that the minister is weak and ineffective, and that he engages in silly and incompetent behaviour. But I 

do not need to say that. The reason I do not need to say that is because the federal Liberal member for Canning 

has already said that. He has already given voice to what most of the people in this chamber know to be true. In 

fact, the member for Canning went on further to say that ministers and backbenchers opposite have spoken to 

him and have said that they share his views about the Minister for Police. They have said that they do not know 

why the Premier keeps the Minister for Police in his job. For a long time, we on this side of the house have not 

known why the Premier keeps this incompetent minister in his job. Last year, we had a pretty interesting day. 

That day was 10 December. That was the day on which the Premier decided that the Minister for Police was no 

longer competent to handle the emergency services portfolio. The Premier felt that in no way could the Minister 

for Police, as Minister for Emergency Services, be inflicted on the community for another bushfire season. The 

minister had been found out and had been called short. Senior staff in the minister’s agency had to be sacked 

because of the incidents, maladministration and significant shortcomings within the minister’s portfolio. Yet the 

minister stayed. The Premier did not have the intestinal fortitude to do what everybody else in the community 

knew he should do—that is, remove the Minister for Police from the police portfolio. I do not think it is at all 

logical to say that a minister who is not capable of being Minister for Emergency Services should be capable of 

being Minister for Police.  

It is interesting to look at what has happened with this minister and with the police portfolio since 10 December. 

The Premier has effectively sidelined the Minister for Police. The Minister for Police now takes the running on 

hardly any issue. Since 1 January this year, the Minister for Police has released only one press statement. That 

was the one about the yellow stickers and road safety. That has been the minister’s single press release for this 

year. The Attorney General has put out 17 statements on community safety issues. Those issues are the province 

of the Minister for Police. What that tells everyone in the chamber, and everyone in the community, is that the 

Premier and the government are embarrassed about this minister and his record on policing. They do not want to 

front him in the media. They will not even let him put out press releases. The only press release that they have let 

the minister put out is the one about how drivers should put a post-it note on their steering wheel to tell them to 

slow down! I would suggest that the minister gets a post-it note that says ―Don’t put foot in mouth‖, and puts it 

on the desk in front of him!  

Only a couple of weeks ago, when 14 guns were found in a southern suburbs home, and some comments were 

required, the Minister for Police was sidelined. The Attorney General came out and said that the Weapons Act 

needed to be reviewed. The Weapons Act comes under the police minister’s control, yet the Attorney General 

was the one who spoke. 

Mr C.C. Porter: I was acting police minister! 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS: The Attorney General can contrive things whatever way he likes. 

Mr C.C. Porter: It is not contrived! I was acting police minister—the Governor said so! 
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Mrs M.H. ROBERTS: The Minister for Transport has now suddenly become the road safety spokesperson, 

because the Minister for Police is not allowed to speak out on road safety matters anymore! When learner drivers 

were told that they will now be required to do 50 hours of training instead of 25 hours of training, that normally 

would be the province of the Minister for Road Safety. But not anymore, not in this state, because the Minister 

for Police cannot be trusted to make those sorts of statements; the Premier and the government are less 

embarrassed about the Minister for Transport than they are about the Minister for Police. I think that really says 

something about the Minister for Police. The Minister for Transport has put out three statements about roads and 

three statements about emergency services. But the Minister for Police has been allowed to make only one 

statement. The Premier and the government can try to hide this fact, but I do not think they have done it very 

well. We on this side of the house know, and I think the community knows, that the reason this minister has been 

sidelined and is no longer trusted to front the media is because he is the Inspector Clouseau that he has been 

dubbed by us, and repeated by the Liberal member for Canning in the federal Parliament. If that were not so, the 

Minister for Police would be taking the running for the government on a whole range of community safety 

issues. The minister has been sidelined by the Premier and the government, because what the federal member for 

Canning said in the federal Parliament last week they know to be true. So we now have a police minister who is 

taking home the wage of the police minister but not really doing the job. The job of the police minister is being 

done by his cabinet colleagues and the Premier. 

The summer crime strategy, which is one of the last strategies that the minister launched, has been a dismal 

failure. The figures have been run in the media today. It is a disgrace. When we look at the ―Liberal Plan for 

Police‖ and the policies that the Minister for Police was supposed to implement during this term of office, we 

find again that the minister has failed badly. In particular, I refer to the Liberal commitment to provide school-

based police officers, something that I think this minister was supposed to implement in the government’s first 

100 days in office. What have we seen? We have seen dithering between the Minister for Police and the Minister 

for Education. We have seen a half-hearted trial at one school, where a police officer from a PCYC in the 

western suburbs was sent to a school in the member for Kwinana’s electorate for two days a week, for six 

months. The government said that it would review that and that it would announce something. But, guess what? 

Nothing happened! The minister has not implemented that policy. But, worse than that, not only has the minister 

not implemented that policy, but also he is standing by while police officers and other unsworn personnel are 

being removed from PCYCs; while just about every week of the year, there is a meth lab explosion and a meth 

lab is uncovered; while dozens of teenager parties are getting of control; and while the rates for burglary 

offences and drug offences are going up.  

The minister, and the government—let me make this a bit more broad—have also failed police officers on 

accommodation and allowances. The National Party had a policy that police officers and other public servants 

would be provided with free accommodation after a period of time, because it was dinkum about doing 

something to get police officers into hard-to-fill locations. The only place there have been significant incentives 

has actually been in the Pilbara. That is an interesting little coincidence. I am told, quite reliably, that the police 

service is having great difficulty filling spots in places such as Kellerberrin and Katanning in the wheatbelt and 

great southern. The cost to police officers is such that police officers do not want to go there. That is yet another 

issue this government has failed on.  

Call abandonment at the police operations centre is at an all-time high. There are chronic issues at the police call 

centre in my electorate of Midland. Yes, I have spoken to people there, and yes, there has been a review, but the 

results have been totally inadequate. That is a call centre taking calls to 000 and 13 14 44 numbers. Call 

abandonment is now at an all-time high. The Liberals had a policy about improving in these areas, but things 

have actually gone backwards.  

When the Minister for Police sat on this side of the chamber, he fancied himself as a bit of an attack dog. He 

actually talked, as the federal member for Canning referred to, about bringing back the birch and bringing back 

the noose and so forth — 

Mr R.F. Johnson: I never ever used those words at all. You find in Hansard where I used those words! 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS: I can certainly find in Hansard where you talked about how you thought the birch was a 

good idea; don’t worry about that! I think Don Randall might even be able to find that, too! We saw a lot of bluff 

and bluster from this minister when he sat on this side of the house, when he fancied himself as an attack dog. In 

government, he has been like some sick little puppy—full of fire and vinegar! At the first sign of fire, you wet 

yourself and hide under a chair! 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe — Premier) [3.22 pm]: What a nasty little effort that was!  

I will make a few comments. The police minister and the Attorney General will go through the record of this 

government on law and order matters — 
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Several members interjected.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will make a few comments. First, the Leader of the Opposition made the assertion that 

the reason the member for Hillarys is a minister is that he threatened to quit the Liberal Party if he was not. That 

is absolutely untrue.  

Mr M.P. Whitely: You mean you chose him!  

Mr P. Papalia: You appointed him!  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes, I did. 

Mr M. McGowan: What about as police minister?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Absolutely untrue. There is no substance to it at all.  

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: No—no deals at all. There were absolutely no deals on any position within cabinet when I 

became leader and when I became Premier. There were absolutely none in any portfolio!  

The main point of the Leader of the Opposition’s speech is totally wrong. The Leader of the Opposition spoke 

about Ryan Marron —  

Mr M. McGowan: Did Don Randall mislead the federal Parliament? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: If the Leader of the Opposition was not seeking political advantage, the obvious question 

is: why did he visit that poor, unfortunate police officer with television cameras in tow? Everyone in this house 

has been here long enough to see when something is being used for political advantage!  

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: I have allowed a lot of interjections during this debate so far, and I think that is appropriate. I 

will not tolerate yelling and screaming. I am just putting members on notice.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The member for Midland —  

Mr M. McGowan: Did Don Randall mislead the federal Parliament?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes, he did. I have absolutely no sympathy for Don Randall. I thought the member for 

Canning’s comments in the federal Parliament were a disgrace. I made it very clear today that he has lost my 

support.  

With respect to the so-called contribution from the member for Midland, who seems to think that ministers 

should be assessed by the number of media statements they release, if members go back over the past three and a 

half years they will see that the Minister for Police has probably been on television over a weekend more than 

any other minister in this government, often because crime issues invariably occur on Friday and Saturday 

nights.  

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Look at the records of the members for Girrawheen and Midland! We could measure the 

member for Midland’s record by how many prisoners trotted out of the Supreme Court. We could look at the 

member for Girrawheen’s record on her absolute failure to act on recommendations relating to the transport of 

prisoners. Don’t come in here and criticise someone. That is her failure! To the member for Girrawheen’s eternal 

disgrace is her neglect of the transport of prisoners, on advice. That is her disgrace. However, she is gone—well 

and truly gone!  

Others will speak, but I want to make a few comments about what the Minister for Police has been doing. I will 

give a range —  

Ms M.M. Quirk: Yellow Lamborghini, for example.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Drugs —  

Ms M.M. Quirk: Tasers!  

The SPEAKER: Member for Girrawheen, I formally call you to order for the second time today.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: On drugs —  

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: We can all remember when members opposite—or some of us can—talked about social 

and party drugs and said that we did not have to worry about them and that cannabis was okay, was not a 
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gateway drug and did not cause psychotic effects; it was all okay! What the Labor Party brought in was a 

disgrace. What was brought in has destroyed many lives. Who took the tough approach on drugs? The Minister 

for Police did! The Labor Party condoned drugs in our community. The Minister for Police was the one who 

acted on what the Labor Party failed to do. The Minister for Police has taken all the revenue from speeding and 

red-light cameras and put it into road safety. That is something the opposition promised time after time and 

failed to deliver. This minister has put all the revenue from fines and red-light cameras into road safety—

something he is passionate about. He has acted on hoons. He has done reforms to allow greater use of forensic 

techniques. Remember the debate on mandatory sentencing? The opposition would not support action to have 

mandatory sentences for attacks on police officers! Attacks on police officers have dropped by over 30 per cent.  

Mr P. Papalia interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Warnbro, I mentioned before that continually yelling will not improve this place at 

this point. Member for Warnbro, I formally call you to order for the first time today.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: In drugs, in road safety, in security arrangements around the Commonwealth Heads of 

Government Meeting, in dealing with hoons — 

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: We all know members opposite were consistent in their opposition to CHOGM and the 

royal visit, and they continue to be. It was one of the best events in Western Australian history. On the 

weekend — 

Several members interjected.  

The SPEAKER: I thought some members in this place might want to make a contribution in another way. I 

would have believed—I do believe—that the Leader of the Opposition brought this issue into this place with the 

genuine intent of raising some questions. I think some people are endeavouring to answer them, but there are 

those in this place who are interfering with that process, I might suggest. If the Leader of the Opposition 

genuinely wants to attempt to get something out of this process, respect it.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: We all noticed on the weekend the Labor Party’s new tough approach on law and order 

about carrying knives and providing metal detectors to police officers. If Labor comes into power, apparently 

people would have to register to hold a party. That would be interesting. We heard the Leader of the 

Opposition’s tough approach, yet when the Minister for Police and this government proposed to deal with the 

areas in which police proved crime and violent attacks occurred and in which knives and other weapons were 

used, the opposition refused to support that. They refused to support a situation, for example in Northbridge, by a 

proper procedure, in limited times, with prior advice, by which people might be required to walk through a 

simple metal detector. The opposition would not support it. Almost every weekend we see a knife attack or 

violence in Northbridge. The Leader of the Opposition would not support metal detectors, yet he came out on the 

weekend and said that he would introduce tougher penalties for people who carry knives, including fishermen, 

and said he would introduce metal detectors.  

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Other members of Parliament may, because members over here can vote according to their 

decisions. The Labor Party did not support the stop-and-search powers. If the Leader of the Opposition is going 

to be tough on crime and stop the carrying of knives, guns and other weapons in our community, will he instruct 

his upper house members to support the stop-and-search powers? Will he do it or is that another question that is 

too hard for him to answer? Will he do it? No, he will not. The Leader of the Opposition should give that some 

thought. We will give him 24 hours. Will he support the stop-and-search powers? 

Mr P.C. Tinley interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: A couple of members do not support them because in our party — 

Opposition members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Members opposite are ridiculous. They are part of an absurd group.  

Mr B.S. Wyatt interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Victoria Park, I think you pushed a bit too far. I formally call you to order for the 

first time today. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I acknowledge that a couple of members of the Liberal Party have different views. That is 

allowed in the Liberal Party. If members of the Labor Party do that, they get disendorsed.  
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The point is that the Liberal Party brought forward that legislation. The Labor Party opposes it. No-one will take 

seriously the Leader of the Opposition when he says he is going to stop people carrying knives if he fails to back 

that legislation.  

MR R.F. JOHNSON (Hillarys — Minister for Police) [3.32 pm]: I took a double-take on the motion that is 

before the house today because I do not know how the Leader of the Opposition and the Labor Party have the 

temerity to come into this chamber and try to make out that they are tougher on crime than our party is. They 

should talk to the general public. The Leader of the Opposition — 

Mrs M.H. Roberts: It’s about competence. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: The shadow minister can talk about competence but she has not issued one media release 

since she took on that job. She has not made any comments outside the chamber at all. What has she been doing? 

She would not take calls before nine o’clock when she was a minister. She would not even have a face-to-face 

talk with the commissioner in her time. Let us deal with the motion before the house.  

Mrs M.H. Roberts interjected. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: I will continue with my comments. The Leader of the Opposition has said publicly that he 

does not agree with the hub system. He wants a lot more individual police stations all over the place. He thinks 

that is the best way to run the police service. He has suddenly become an expert since he became the Leader of 

the Opposition. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: On everything. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Yes, on everything. I will come to the other issue about carrying knives and so on. I have 

been accused by the member for West Swan and the member for Willagee — 

Ms R. Saffioti: Warnbro. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: I did not open the police station in Secret Harbour. That was done as an election promise. 

I did not close that one; it was not even built in the first place. It is a pity the member for West Swan did not talk 

to the commissioner when she promised that a police station would be built. She did that during a by-election to 

try to get elected. We have been accused of closing police stations willynilly. Thirteen police stations were 

closed during the Gallop–Carpenter government. I will go through the list: South Perth, Victoria Park, Nedlands, 

New Norcia, North Perth, Maylands, Innaloo, Menzies, Gascoyne Junction, Dumbleyung, Wickepin, Cranbrook 

and Trayning, and one police post at Brunswick closed. 

Dr K.D. Hames: And they sold the land in Falcon that was put aside for a police station. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Exactly. The Labor Party did not carry through and build a police station that was 

promised. That is what happened. We closed only three police stations, which were run down because the 

previous government had not spent any money on them, such as the one in Ballajura that the member for West 

Swan keeps banging on about. I visited that police station and it was a disgrace. She was the chief of staff to the 

Premier of the day — 

Mr B.S. Wyatt interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Victoria Park, I formally call you to order for the second time today. Continual 

repetitive interjecting is going to get a formal call from this point on. For a second time today, the Leader of the 

Opposition has raised an important issue, which this place wants to deal with. There are people in this place who 

are preventing it from happening. Consistent interjecting will not get the Minister for Police to provide any 

information and it will not give members on my left further opportunities to stand and put their point of view. I 

would like the debate to proceed in a more orderly manner.  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: I think I have covered the number of police stations that were closed under the Labor 

government and the tiny number that has been closed under our government. I think it says it all. It explains 

everything and the new method of policing that the Labor Party obviously does not like. This issue relates to 

using the best resources that we have for an effective combat against crime. Every police car is like a mobile 

police station because they have tasking and data information systems in them. Members opposite do not like to 

admit it but it is a fact. We have only to talk to the general public and ask them who they think is the right sort of 

government to deal with crime on our streets. The general public will tell us that it is a Liberal–National 

government.  

I said that I would bring up the latest thought bubble that the Leader of the Opposition came out with on 

Saturday or Sunday. He has to come out with something every week. The trouble is that he did not do his 

research. He obviously did not talk to the member for Girrawheen. 
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Mr M. McGowan: It’s what oppositions do.  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Of course it is what oppositions do but they should at least do a bit of research first. The 

Leader of the Opposition had done none. He knew nothing about the subject that he was talking about. 

Mr M. McGowan: Really? 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Absolutely. If he had looked at the research, he would have seen that. 

Mr M. McGowan: You’re an expert.  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: No, I am not an expert but I do not profess to be. I know a reasonable amount when it 

comes to police, more than the Leader of the Opposition would ever know at this stage of the game.  

Since we have been in government the Labor Party has accused me of perhaps being lazy and not doing the right 

thing, which is what it has done today. Today I asked how many bills I have introduced in this house over the 

past three and a half years since we came to government. I introduced 24 bills, all law and order bills, which is 

quite a heavy workload.  

Opposition members interjected. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Members opposite do not like that fact, so they will not like the next bit. I will come to the 

summer crime reduction strategy in a moment. I will give the latest statistics. Members opposite do not like the 

truth; they cannot handle it. During the nearly eight years that the Labor Party was in government, it had three 

police ministers. How many bills did those ministers introduce? They introduced 24 bills. I introduced 24 bills in 

three and a half years and three Labor police ministers introduced 24 bills in nearly eight years. That shows that 

we are hardworking. Not only that, it shows the sort of commitment that the Labor Party has to law and order — 

Opposition members interjected.  

The SPEAKER: I am usually fairly tolerant, members; you would observe that. My tolerance is being worn 

very thin today. I will leave you with that. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: We now have close to 6 000 police officers in the employment of the government of 

Western Australia. That is more than this state has ever seen before. We promised more police officers. 

Dr A.D. Buti interjected. 

The SPEAKER: You might not have been listening to me, member for Armadale. I formally call you for the 

third time today. I am presuming most of you want to stay around until at least the end of this debate. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: I just want to come back to the Leader of the Opposition’s thought bubble at the weekend, 

when he said that he was going to make our streets safer by ensuring that WA Police would have an additional 

1 000 metal detectors. He said — 

―Tougher laws are necessary to send a message that weapons including ballistic, butterfly, disguised, 

switchblade and knuckle knives are not welcome on our streets,‖ … 

Mr C.C. Porter interjected. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Exactly. Then he went on to say — 

―There have been some shocking examples over the past couple of years of people being stabbed in the 

chest by another person who has carried a knife to a party, to a meeting or just walking the street. And 

with the prevalence of amphetamines this knife carrying can transform itself into murder.‖ 

He also proposed tougher penalties for weapons, saying the existing laws were not working. 

I could not help but go back through Hansard to see what the member for Rockingham’s comments were during 

a debate on weapons, when he stated on 12 November 2009 — 

Mr C.J. Barnett: He’s not listening either. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: He is not listening because he is embarrassed. This is what he said — 

The reasoning given by the Premier on the news last night, and the reasoning given by the Minister for 

Police in all his public commentary on the reasons for this legislation, — 

We are talking about stop-and-search here — 

is that there is a huge failure in the existing law. The minister rolled out 86 weapons that had been 

confiscated under the existing law and said, — 
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This is what I would have said — 

―This is why we need the new legislation—because we are failing to get the weapons.‖ … 

That is, off the streets. It continues — 

―Look at all these weapons we’ve confiscated. That’s why we need new laws—because we can’t 

confiscate these weapons.‖ 

… 

All the examples raised by the government reveal only that the existing laws have worked. 

So what happened? We brought in legislation. Where is the member for Girrawheen? The member for 

Girrawheen always goes running whenever I bring up the issue of stop-and-search. Let us just remind the house 

what happened just prior to my bringing in the stop-and-search laws, under which weapons would have been 

confiscated. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order, members! 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: We can confiscate weapons randomly, without the need for reasonable suspicion, only 

under the stop-and-search laws. We know that the Labor Party members do not have the guts to stand up for this 

legislation. They allowed the member for Mindarie to change the view of the member for Girrawheen, who 

brought into the house her own legislation which had been endorsed by the Labor caucus and which was almost 

identical to the first round — 

Ms R. Saffioti interjected. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Yes, he is very proud of it. The member for Mindarie is very, very proud of the fact that 

he turned the Labor caucus around single-handedly when it changed its view from supporting stop-and-search to 

opposing it. All that we can look forward to — 

Several members interjected. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: They think law and order is a joke; they think crime is a joke. They do not want to hear 

this because they know it is embarrassing. All that would happen if the Leader of the Opposition brought in his 

proposal as legislation at some stage, which I think will be a long, long time in the future, is that he would 

simply give an extra bit of equipment that every police officer would have to wear when he goes out. Police 

officers would have their handgun, their Taser, their handcuffs, their torch and their baton, and the Leader of the 

Opposition wants them to also carry a metal wand that they could use only if they could be sure that they had a 

reasonable suspicion that somebody was carrying a weapon. I say to the Leader of the Opposition that they can 

do that already. The Leader of the Opposition does not want to hear this: police officers can actually do that 

already. They can stop and search anybody if they have a reasonable suspicion. 

Mr M. McGowan: That’s right. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Right. That is what they can do already. But that is the problem. If there is a gang of 

people, can a police officer have a reasonable suspicion that each and every one of those gang members is 

carrying a weapon? I think we would find that hard to prove. 

Mr M. McGowan: Well, bring your stop-and-search legislation back in. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Yes, but will the Leader of the Opposition support it? 

Mr M. McGowan: Bring it back in and we’ll have another debate, and we’ll see what the National Party 

members do. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: No, they supported it in this place. But the point is that the Labor Party will not support — 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition and Premier, I formally call both of you to order for the first time 

today. I have given the call to the Minister for Police; I have not given carte blanche to other people in this place 

to have discussions across the chamber. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: I will conclude very shortly because I know my colleague the Attorney General wants to 

speak, and he has some very, very good points to make. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts: That’s right, because he really is the spokesperson for community safety. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Why does the member not stop mumbling? Her lips flap and her gums flap, and we hear 

no commonsense at all. She should just sit quietly for five minutes and listen, and she might learn something. 
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Mr M. McGowan: You were inviting interjections. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Mr Speaker, she was interjecting already. I did not invite it. I do not want interjections. I 

would like them all to be very quiet, please. Just be quiet; okay. 

Let me just give the house some examples. Those opposite say that crime has gone up. There are certain times of 

the year when crime goes up. That is why we introduced the summer crime reduction strategy. It is like anything 

else: we do not get a result until the final whistle is blown. The final whistle will be blown at the end of April. 

That is what we said from the word go. I can tell members that since it was introduced, various operations have 

been going on. One of the latest operations, which commenced on 1 December and which is due to run until the 

end of April, has so far resulted in 296 charges resulting from 83 arrests and 206 summonses, 612 cautions, 824 

infringements and so on and so forth. It is really great. But what else have we seen? We have also seen hoon 

seizures. Hoons are a nuisance to everyone who lives in the metropolitan area and in other areas. In 2011, in the 

south metropolitan area, for instance, there were 192 hoon seizures, and in Peel there were 253; in 2012 to date, 

in the south metropolitan area there have been 39, and in Peel there have been 50. The seizures are going down 

because the operations are very effective. Last but not least, there are two other things. Since Operation Rail 

Safe, which was certainly part of the summer crime reduction strategy, has been running, there have been 296 

charges resulting from 83 arrests and 206 summonses; 612 cautions and 824 infringements; and 162 move-on 

notices. Under Operation Safe Place, 91 juveniles have been processed at Burton Street, and 361 juveniles have 

been conveyed directly to a safe place. In addition, officers from the police transport unit have spent most of 

their time—26.9 per cent—policing the Armadale line. We have seen a lot of crime on the Armadale line and in 

that particular area. But the police have thrown a lot more resources into that area. I think the member for 

Armadale is quite a decent person, and I thank him for the comments he made the other day on radio when he 

acknowledged that I did work with him very carefully and was happy for him to go to certain places. 

I know that the Attorney General wants to speak. I will sit down and let him have his go. 

MR C.C. PORTER (Bateman — Attorney General) [3.48 pm]: Right at the core of this motion is the fact that 

one member of a political party said something unflattering about a member of the same party. Well, stop the 

press, members of the house! It reminds me of Paul Keating’s paraphrasing of Harry Truman: ―If you want a 

friend in politics, get a dog.‖ When we look at the idea that the opposition, of all parties in the known universe, 

is measuring competency based on what members of the same party say about members of the same party, I am 

astonished that it would bring a motion into this place and have that at its core. I will not even go to members of 

the same party who are sitting in different Parliaments; I might just look at members of the same party sitting in 

the same Parliament. Let us have a look at a couple. According to my notes, the former Leader of the 

Opposition, the member for Belmont, when talking about the member for Pilbara, stated — 

He’s not an effective politician and not a competent politician and this latest bizarre episode 

demonstrates that.  

What Tom should do is go back to Port Hedland, look after the people who put him in Parliament and 

move away from his house in Shenton Park where he is just causing trouble for other people.  

Let us have a look at a few more of these. This is, again, the member for Belmont on the former member for 

Armadale. The article in The West Australian stated — 

―I think (Ms MacTiernan) should be out of the public debate because she’s out of State politics,‖ Mr 

Ripper said. 

―Some politicians manage to retire very well and go on and make good, positive contributions to our 

community in ways outside politics (while) some appear to suffer relevance deprivation syndrome.‖ 

When asked whether Ms MacTiernan fit into the latter category, Mr Ripper said: ―That may be the 

case.‖ 

Ms MacTiernan described the remark as ―extremely unfair‖ because reporters only approached her after 

the Opposition raised her case in an attempt to undermine Mr Buswell. 

―Without even letting me know that this is what they were doing, the Opposition made me part of the 

story,‖ she said. 

A former member of the Legislative Council, Ms Archer, stated —  

Ms Archer said the ALP no longer was the party her father Ted Archer had devoted his life to — 

That has obviously changed, because she is trying to get back in! The article continues — 
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―To some extent it was made easier to resign from the ALP by the fact that under the current hierarchy 

of the organisation, I had no desire to remain part of it — 

As I say, things have changed! The article continues — 

―It was no longer the party my father before me had devoted his life to, nor was it, in my view, the true 

representative of the people of my constituency.‖ 

She said a personal disappointment had been the fact that some colleagues she called friends had 

deserted her in troubled times. 

But, of course, last but not least, I turn to the present Leader of the Opposition. Who can remember such classic 

hits as the ethnic branch stacking debacle? My notes state that — 

Mr McGowan yesterday told reporters that former Labor MP Mr John D’Orazio was well known as 

―the worst ethnic branch stacker in the history of Labor in WA‖.  

That is certainly a much-vied-for title inside the Labor Party, I understand! I remember, Leader of the 

Opposition, the shaky-handed apology; over there, it was—I think I might have been in Parliament for a week.  

Mr D.T. Redman: It was here. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: Exactly; exactly—I remember it well! It was one of the worst apologies I think I have ever 

heard, and I have heard a few bad apologies. But this one included the comment that — 

The phrase I used yesterday — 

That being ―worst ethnic branch stacker in the history of the Labor Party in WA‖ — 

is a commonly used phrase in political life. 

That is what counts as an apology in the Labor Party! ―I apologise, but it’s true and we say it all the time to each 

other‖! According to my notes, Mr D’Orazio responded that the comment was an ―absolute insult‖, and indeed it 

was. But, heavens above, if we are measuring people by virtue of what members of the same party say about 

them, what is next? People do not like politicians, and sometimes there are disagreements inside the one party.  

But one very clear fact here is that the Leader of the Opposition asserts that this government has failed because 

crime has increased. The fact of the matter is that when we look at 2006, 2007 and 2008, and when we look at 

what happened when we came into government—2009, 2010 and 2011—as things presently stand, crime is 

lower in an overall reported sense and in every category under this government than was the case under Labor. 

That is the fact. Does the Leader of the Opposition want to deny that fact? 

Mr M. McGowan: Pull out a chart! Let’s see a chart. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: Good point—here is one I prepared earlier! 

Mr M. McGowan: I knew there’d be one there. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: I will quickly show two charts. The first depicts reported offences for the calendar years 

2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011, and it measures total selected reported offences in the dark blue blocks, 

offences against property, and then offences against the person. They are all lower under this government than 

they were in the last year of Labor. That is allowing for what the member for Armadale yelled out during the 

debate: ―But how much bigger is WA now than it was then?‖ Much bigger! We have thousands of people 

coming to live in this state every month and we are still managing to have crime lower than it was in 2007 and 

2008. If that is a failure, then that is a failure we will accept.  

Here is another quick graph. This is the number of people released to parole after application under Labor, which 

peaked at 100 per cent! It peaked at 100 per cent under that government.  

Finally, the Australian Bureau of Statistics—that noted statistical organisation—has shown the number of 

offenders going through the system in all the states. The biggest drop by far anywhere in Australia is Western 

Australia. From 2008–09 to 2010–11, there has been a massive decrease in the number of offences—a 17 per 

cent decrease—going through this jurisdiction compared with the situation in any other jurisdiction in Australia.  

Mr P. Papalia: What about baseball bat attacks? 

Mr C.C. PORTER: I am not saying there is no crime, member, evidently!  

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Warnbro! 
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Mr C.C. PORTER: My final comment is about this idea about policing and the Leader of the Opposition’s 

quote that he is going to put police where the community lives. What does he think happens at police stations? 

This is not ―The Bill‖ in 1962! The police do not turn up at the station and sit and wait for the phone to ring 

because a few cockney lads have stripped the piping off a roof; they drive around!  

MR J.C. KOBELKE (Balcatta) [3.56 pm]: This debate is about condemning the Barnett government for its 

handling of the police portfolio. No-one is going to say it has not passed a lot of laws, but the issue with our 

police portfolio is: do the people of Western Australia feel more secure and safe in their homes and on the 

streets; do they now have a higher level of confidence in our police; and do they have confidence in our Minister 

for Police? Unfortunately, the answer is that people feel less safe, and they do not have confidence in this 

Minister for Police, which is likely to undermine confidence in our police. That is a major issue that this 

government has not been able to deal with.  

The contribution of members opposite was to talk about everything except this minister’s incompetence, which 

everyone knows about. It has been reported that crime rates are increasing, despite the fancy figures from the 

Attorney General, who we know listens to Disraeli. The Attorney General is a great one at following Disraeli’s 

advice, which was, ―Lies, damned lies, and statistics.‖ We look to this government’s numerous broken promises 

on police and we look to its failure to deal competently with the real issues. This minister simply has not been up 

to the task.  

This situation, about which the public and members know, was highlighted when the federal member Don 

Randall attacked the Minister for Police for his incompetence. Mr Randall, like many people opposite, was 

perhaps a bit extreme in his language, but he was fundamentally correct when he said, ―This minister is 

incompetent and you can’t have any confidence in him.‖ We know that members opposite feel that. I have been 

watching members opposite during this debate, and most marginal members have gone out of the house; they do 

not want to be in this place supporting this minister because they know that he and his government are on the 

nose in their marginal electorates when it comes to law and order. They do not want to be in this place 

supporting this minister. Neither the Premier nor the Attorney General addressed the fundamental issues that 

have brought about this situation of the Minister for Police being viewed as incompetent and largely a joke out 

there in the community. He simply cannot carry the portfolio forward.  

We know that the Minister for Police is regarded as incompetent by not only Don Randall, but also the Premier. 

The Premier had to remove the fire and emergency services portfolio from the minister. That tells us that as we 

approached the summer and the fire season, this Premier believed that policing in this state is a lower priority 

because he can leave an incompetent minister as Minister for Police. This Premier sees policing as such a low 

priority that he removes the minister from the fire and emergency services portfolio—he was clearly not 

competent to handle that as we approached summer—but he can be left with the police portfolio.  

We also know that this Premier sees the minister as incompetent because this minister has now been hidden from 

the media. This minister has been issuing media statements in response; he will not front the media. We have had 

the Attorney General fronting the media on law and order issues. We have had the Minister for Transport 

fronting the media on road safety issues. They have to hide this minister. Even in the press statement today we 

had a small comment, which, again, the Minister for Police had released through his media officer, saying that 

this increase in property crime in the first couple of months of this year is not as bad as it appears. We had 

another government spokesperson, not the Minister for Police, trying to blame the increase on a leap year. 

Therefore, we have an issue in which the government has had to respond to the increasing crime rates, the 

Minister for Police’s office puts out a little statement—the Minister for Police will never be allowed to front the 

media; there is no confidence in that—with another spokesperson for the government having to come out with 

this nonsense argument about a leap year being the reason for the crime rate going up in January. The leap year 

applies to February, but the figures went up in January, not in the month affected by the leap year. Therefore, we 

see the statement by Don Randall reflecting what members opposite believe. Is the member for Swan Hills 

happy to go on the record so we can put through his electorate the message that he has total confidence in the 

Minister for Police?  

Mr F.A. Alban: Yes—before you even finish your question! Yes, I have. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: Does the member have total confidence? 

Mr F.A. Alban: In the police minister—he has been a great minister in my electorate. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: And is he doing a good job for the member’s electorate? Is the member telling me that? 

Mr F.A. Alban: He’s come to my electorate any time I have ever needed him. 
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Mr J.C. KOBELKE: I thank the member for putting that on the record. What about the member for Wanneroo? 

Will the member for Wanneroo put on the record his confidence and support for the current Minister for Police? 

Mr P.T. Miles: I already did on ABC radio. I am very happy to do so.  

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: I thank the member for that. Now that it is in Hansard we can put that message out into 

the member for Wanneroo’s electorate. What about the member for Riverton? Will the member for Riverton put 

it on the record so it can be said right throughout his electorate that he has total confidence in this Minister for 

Police and the job he is doing? 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Yes. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: Yes! A very fulsome ―yes‖ from the member for Riverton! What about the member for 

Mount Lawley? Will the member for Mount Lawley go on the record that he supports the current Minister for 

Police and that he thinks the minister is doing a good job in the member’s electorate? 

Mr M.W. Sutherland: Yes; he’s doing a very good job. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE: He is doing a very good job; thank you, member for Mount Lawley. I am sure Hon Bob 

Kucera will use that right throughout the member’s electorate, because he knows a lot more about policing than 

the current Minister for Police. This minister is an absolute joke. Out there this minister is seen as incompetent. 

We only have to look at the issue of people trying to ring up the 000 number; they cannot get through or it is 

delayed. This minister says that there are no missed calls and that the callers hung up; they were not missed calls. 

That is the incompetence of this minister: he cannot do anything about the call centre put in place by the former 

Labor government so people could get through to the police in a timely way. There has now been a big blowout 

in the time it takes to get the calls answered and this minister has done nothing about it except blame people for 

ringing up and then hanging up because they cannot get through. That is one of the many examples I could give 

of the incompetence of this minister in handling his portfolio. I thank those members opposite for going on the 

record and for putting a noose around their own necks by supporting this incompetent minister. 

Question put and a division taken with the following result — 

Ayes (24) 

Ms L.L. Baker Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr J.R. Quigley Mr P.C. Tinley 

Dr A.D. Buti Mr F.M. Logan Ms M.M. Quirk Mr A.J. Waddell 
Ms A.S. Carles Mr M. McGowan Mr E.S. Ripper Mr P.B. Watson 

Mr R.H. Cook Mr M.P. Murray Mrs M.H. Roberts Mr M.P. Whitely 

Mr J.N. Hyde Mr A.P. O’Gorman Mr T.G. Stephens Mr B.S. Wyatt 
Mr W.J. Johnston Mr P. Papalia Mr C.J. Tallentire Mr D.A. Templeman (Teller) 

Noes (28) 

Mr P. Abetz Mr G.M. Castrilli Mr A.P. Jacob Dr M.D. Nahan 
Mr F.A. Alban Dr E. Constable Dr G.G. Jacobs Mr C.C. Porter 

Mr C.J. Barnett Mr M.J. Cowper Mr R.F. Johnson Mr D.T. Redman 

Mr I.C. Blayney Mr J.H.D. Day Mr A. Krsticevic Mr M.W. Sutherland 
Mr J.J.M. Bowler Mr B.J. Grylls Mr W.R. Marmion Mr T.K. Waldron 

Mr I.M. Britza Dr K.D. Hames Mr J.E. McGrath Dr J.M. Woollard 

Mr T.R. Buswell Mrs L.M. Harvey Mr P.T. Miles Mr A.J. Simpson (Teller) 

            

Pairs 

 Mrs C.A. Martin Mr V.A. Catania 

 Ms J.M. Freeman Ms A.R. Mitchell 

 Ms R. Saffioti Mr J.M. Francis 

Question thus negatived. 

 


